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A note on David Lubell's article "Local Matchings in the Function Space of 
a Partial Order"*) 
by 
A. Schrijver 
ABSTRACT 
A characterization is given of nonnegative functions defined on par-
tially ordered sets with the property that the sum of the values on each 
antichain is at most I. With the help of this characterization some the-
orems of LUBELL can be proved. 
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This paper 1s not for review; it is meant for publication elsewhere 
In [I], DAVID LUBELL defined the E of a finite partial 
ordered set (rr,s) as the vector space of all real-valued functions on T.; as 
usual, the inner product of a and Sin Eis 
(a,S) = I ax.sx. 
XETI 
By identifying a subset~ c TI with its characteristic function, one can 
speak of subsets of TI as elements of E, i.e. ~x = 0 if x t ~ and ~k = 1 if 
x E ~, for x E TI and~ c TI. 
A chain, resp. antichain, is a subset~ of TI such that any two differ-
ent elements of~ are comparable, resp. not comparable (with respect to the 
orderings). A maximal chain (maximal antichain) is a chain (antichain) not 
contained in another chain (antichain); a maximum chain (maximum antiohain) 
is a chain (antichain) with maximal cardinality. 
Let n be the length of a maximum chain. For i = O,l, ••. ,n-1 letµ., 
]. 
resp. v., be the set of all elements of TI of height i, resp. depth i; this 
]. 
means: 
µ. = {x E TI 
1. 
V. = {x E TI 
1. 
the largest chain in TI with maximum x has length i + 
the largest chain in TI with minimum x has length i + 
}. 
} . 
Finally, a convex cone in Eis a nonempty subset Ac E such that if a, SE A 
and "-, µ E R, 11 ~ 0, µ 2:: 0, then >.a + µ$ E A. The polar of a convex cone A 
is the convex cone 
A0 ={SEE I for all a EA, (a,S) s O}. 
00 -Then A is the closure A of A in the euclidean space E (see, e.g.,[2]). Let 
K be the convex cone generated by all maximal chains in TI, i.e., 
this is the intersection of all convex cones in E containing all maximal 
chains (as vectors in E, of course). Since K is a closed set, we have 
If 0 = K. 
1 
writing ,1 -< 0 if (l,d • 0 f::.,r NH:h m.ximl chain 1 , ....,,,, hlA'-l.t. ,1:•,c, r,iuH 
00 
, f. K iff :1 < 0 ill\plies (.,1) · <.L 
the folluwinr two t~eorem~ ,,t Lubell follow. 
rH.EOREM J (LUBELL). 
TIIEOR!-:M 4 (LUBELL). 
(:}sing Tht>orem 
l ! J • ) 
We now give our two theor:ems. 
THEOREM A. Let ,i, 1: E such that !iJX 
al Z i "' G. ! , ... , n- I , 
i • 0 • I , ••. , n- l • 
00 ~ t: K 
PROOF. Since for each chain 'I and antic.hain .~. h .~) ~; l holds• the "if 11 
part of the theorem is trivial. For the "only if" part. w~ use the (e.asy) 
theorem that in a partially ordered set the ::Mxii:ul cardinality of ~ chain 
equals the minimal cardinality of a collection of antichains vhich ci.wen 
the partially ordered set. 
Take y E E such that ( ... ,0 s I for each antichain ~. Furthermore, let 
w £Ebe such that vx is a nonnegative integer for all xi ~. If ,1i•···•3m 
are aotichains in~ such that 
we have 
Ill 
wx :s L aix, 
i=l 
(w, l/,) "' \~ wx. ,,x L 
XeT.' 
:~ 
m DI 
l I l\X,'<'X "' 1 L. 
XE:'!l i• l i"' l 
Hence 
( w • ,, ) 0 u::i:-d m 
m 
il. X 
l 
there are antichaine ~ ••... ,u in ff such chat 
I Ill 
for .all x in ~i 
Let w' be the partially ordered s~t ari• ing from~ by repl•cing each x by a 
chain of wx €:lements. Th.?.n 
min {m there are antichain8 ~., .•. ,a in~ such that wx ~ 
l 'Ill 
m 
r 
L 
i•l 
a.:x: for 
l. 
all x in ftl = min!m there .r~ .;.ntich.1.ins :1; • ... ,,:i I in '" • such that 
I m 
L 
i=I 
Cl'. X 1 
1 
for all x' in 
but this last equals, by the theorem mentioned, 
1:r.ax { I y' : y' chain in TI'}, 
and this 1.s the same as 
max { (w,)) ") chain in -i;}. 
So we have proved 
(w, ~,) s max{(w, i) y chain in 'T! \ 
,t ' ' 
Then also 
(w •.,) :5 max{ (w,y) y chain in n} • 
for each w: 'IT 
_.. z +· 
for each w: 7? + IQ , 
+ 
and this holds even for each w: 1r -t- J:il. +• This last result means that i;; is 
contained in all half-spaces bounded by positive hyperplanes and contain-
ing all chains (:iote that a subset of a chain is itself a chain, and, in 
particular, 0 is a chain). Thus, since ~x ~ 0 for all x ~ ff~ r, is a convex 
combination of chains. C 
iii 
iv) 
. ( i ,. 
minimum partition of 
(ii +(iii. Let 
L 
ntcJ :u::.tichl\'!. 
be• partition of 
fer i "' l • •••• ina 
• , such th,:.t ~ I, and for each 
Let f( 
( 
which 
O; then 
, we have 
f )· 
a contradiction. Hence 
1 
For suppo1,11e 
and (l 
consequent , a 1, •••• is a minil!l!Um partition of 
(ii • ( • Let 
cardinality; then ) ,. l for all ch.ains 
Hence, also, ( , ) "" ! for al convex combinat 
and i = i , ••• ,n. 
f f 
into antichains • 
and i .. ! , .•.• n. 
t: Kand ( , . for .tll.ll i .. 
l 
) 
It 
ies that 
easy to see that 
1.s a convex comb of sand the 
2 
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